1. Introduction {#sec0005}
===============

Social acceptance is of key importance in life. Receiving positive social feedback increases our self-esteem and gives us a sense of belonging ([@bib0195]). Receiving negative social feedback, in contrast, can induce feelings of depression, and rejected people often react with withdrawal ([@bib0120]). Social rejection can, however, also trigger feelings of anger and frustration, and can lead to reactive aggressive behavior ([@bib0045], [@bib0115], [@bib0035], [@bib0140], [@bib0005]). Most developmental studies have focused on the withdrawal reaction after social rejection, while relatively few have examined reactive aggression. The few studies that examined rejection-related aggression showed that early peer rejection was associated with an increase in aggression in children aged 6--8 ([@bib0045], [@bib0095]). Several prior studies have also shown that rejection can lead to immediate aggression ([@bib0035], [@bib0140], [@bib0005]). These immediate effects may be associated with emotional responses to rejection and a lack of impulse control. Although several studies have focused on neural processes involved in negative versus positive social feedback processing, the neural processes involved in dealing with negative or positive social feedback versus a neutral baseline in middle childhood are currently unknown.

Experimental research in adults has examined social evaluation and aggression using a peer acceptance and rejection task. Initially developed as a social feedback task ([@bib0185]), a recent adaptation allowed participants to deliver noise blasts to peers who had rejected them based on a personal profile ([@bib0005]), testing the potential expression of reactive aggression. Negative social feedback signaling rejection was associated with louder noise blasts and increased activity in bilateral anterior insula and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC)/anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) relative to neutral feedback ([@bib0005]). This latter region is suggested to play an important role in evaluating others' behaviors and in estimating others' level of motivation ([@bib0055], [@bib0010]). Interestingly, these regions were also more active after positive feedback (compared to neutral feedback), suggesting that both negative and positive feedback leads to social evaluative processes in adults. Other studies also reported the involvement of subcortical regions in processing social feedback. Positive social feedback was found to result in greater activity in striatal regions ([@bib0070], [@bib0005]), which possibly reflects the rewarding value of this type of feedback ([@bib0080]). Furthermore, peer interactions have been associated with increased amygdala activity, indicating their affective salience ([@bib0075], [@bib0100], [@bib0170]).

Several studies examined the neural correlates of social evaluation in children and adolescents. These studies reported increased neural activity to positive relative to negative feedback in older adolescents and adults (16--25) as indicated by increased activity in the ventral mPFC, the subcallosal cortex, and the ACC ([@bib0070]). Another study found increased pupil dilation in response to social rejection (compared to acceptance) in children aged 9--17 ([@bib0160]). Pupil dilation is an index of increased activity in cognitive and affective processing regions of the brain, such as the ACC and amygdala ([@bib0160]), and the pupil becomes more dilated in response to stimuli with a greater emotional intensity ([@bib0155]). Interestingly, the pupil dilation effect was larger for older participants, indicating that adolescents reacted more strongly to rejection than children. The current study examined the neural correlates of social evaluation in middle childhood, prior to adolescence, because the first long-lasting friendships gradually emerge around this time ([@bib0015]). Furthermore, we tested whether peer rejection in children results in behavioral aggression, in a similar way as was previously observed in adults ([@bib0035], [@bib0140], [@bib0005]).

Thus, our aim was to investigate 7--10-year-old children's responses to social evaluation in terms of neural activity and reactive behavioral aggression. For this purpose, we used the Social Network Aggression Task (SNAT), that elicited robust neural and behavioral responses in adults ([@bib0005]), but has not yet been used with children. During the SNAT, participants viewed pictures of peers who gave positive, neutral or negative feedback to the participant's profile. Next, participants could deliver an imagined noise blast towards the peer, as an index of (imagined) aggression or frustration. Since recent studies have reported concerns about the replicability of psychological science (for example see [@bib0130]), we used three samples to validate the paradigm: a pilot sample, a test sample, and a replication sample. Moreover, findings that may show no evidence of significance when analyzed individually might provide stronger evidence when collapsed across experiments, as was recently shown ([@bib0150]). Therefore we also include a meta-analytic combination of the results across the three samples.

On the behavioral level we expected that the pattern of aggression after positive, neutral, and negative feedback would be similar across the pilot, test and replication samples, with negative feedback resulting in the highest levels of aggressive behavior. On the neural level we examined both the general contrast of social evaluation (all feedback conditions vs. baseline; see Supplementary materials) and the condition-specific contrasts. To further investigate condition effects, that is the effect of negative *vs*. neutral *vs*. positive feedback, we used regions of interest (ROI) analyses. The individual ROI analyses were meta-analytically combined in order to test for robust condition effects across our samples. Based on studies in adults, the predictions were that negative social feedback would be associated with increased activity in the amygdala ([@bib0100]), bilateral insula, and mPFC/Anterior Cingulate Cortex' gyrus ACCg ([@bib0185], [@bib0005]). While prior studies tested only adults and adolescents, this study tested for the first time if the same regions are engaged in children, including not only positive and negative social feedback but also a neutral social feedback baseline (see [@bib0005]), and examined the relations with subsequent aggression.

2. Materials and methods {#sec0010}
========================

2.1. Participants {#sec0015}
-----------------

Participants in this study were part of the larger, longitudinal twin study of the Leiden Consortium on Individual Development (L-CID). Families with a twin born between 2006 and 2009, living within two hours travel time from Leiden, were recruited through the Dutch municipal registry and received an invitation to participate by post. Parents could show their interest in participation using a reply card. For the larger L-CID study, only same-sex twins were included. Opposite-sex twins were included only in the pilot study. The pilot sample consisted of 20 children between the ages of 7 and 10 (11 boys, *M* *=* 8.16 years, *SD* *=* 0.95), including 9 opposite-sex twin pairs. Two additional participants were recruited from a participant data base at Leiden University. Two months after the pilot sample, the test and replication samples were recruited. The test and replication sample consisted of 30 same-sex twin pairs (16 boys, *M* *=* 8.22 years, *SD* *=* 0.67), including 7 monozygotic pairs. After data collection, but prior to data analyses, first and second born children (within the twin pair) were randomly assigned to the test and replication sample. For a schematic overview of sample selection see Fig. S1 (Supplementary materials). The Dutch Central Committee on Human Research (CCMO) approved the study and its procedures. Written informed consent was obtained from both parents. All participants were fluent in Dutch, had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, and were screened for MRI contra indications. All anatomical MRI scans were reviewed and cleared by a radiologist from the radiology department of the Leiden University Medical Center (LUMC). No anomalous findings were reported.

Six participants were excluded due to excessive head motion, which was defined as \>1 mm movement in \>20% of the volumes (one from the pilot sample, two from the test sample and three from the replication sample). The final pilot sample consisted of 19 participants, including 8 twin pairs (10 boys, *M* *=* 8.18 years, *SD* *=* 0.97), the final test sample consisted of 28 participants (12 boys, *M* *=* 8.23 years, *SD* *=* 0.67) and the final replication sample consisted of 27 participants (12 boys, *M* *=* 8.28 years, *SD* *=* 0.65). Demographics of the final samples are listed in [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}. Participants' intelligence (IQ) was estimated with the subsets 'similarities' and 'block design' of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, third edition (WISC-III; Wechsler, 1997). For all three samples, estimated IQs were in the normal to high range (see [Table 1](#tbl0005){ref-type="table"}). In all three samples, IQ scores were unrelated to behavioral outcomes of the SNAT (noise blast duration after positive, neutral, negative feedback, all *p*'s \> 0.214).Table 1Demographic characteristics of the samples.Table 1PilotTestReplicationN192827% boys53%43%44%Left handednone36AXIS-I disordernonenone1 (ADHD)Mean Age (SD)8.18 (0.97)8.23 (0.67)8.28 (0.65)Age Range7.20--10.997.03--8.977.03--8.97Mean IQ (SD)102.76 (11.54)101.57 (12.33)104.54 (10.58)IQ range85.00--127.5077.50--125.0085.00--132.50

2.2. Social network aggression task {#sec0020}
-----------------------------------

The Social Network Aggression Task (SNAT) as described in [@bib0005] was used to measure (imagined) aggression after social evaluation. The task was programmed in Eprime (version 2.0.10.356). Prior to the fMRI session, the children filled in a personal profile at home, which was handed in at least one week before the actual fMRI session. The profile page consisted of questions such as: *'What is your favorite movie?'*, *'What is your favorite sport?'*, and *'What is your biggest wish?'*. Children were informed that their profiles were reviewed by other, unfamiliar, children. During the SNAT the children were presented with pictures and feedback from same-aged peers in response to their personal profile. Every trial consisted of feedback from a new unfamiliar child. This feedback could either be positive ('I like your profile', or 'I like the same movies and the same sports', visualized by a green thumb up); negative ('I do not like your profile', or 'I hate your sport and don't like that movie'; red thumb down) or neutral ('I don't know what to think of your profile', or 'I like your sport, but hate that movie', grey circle). Following each peer feedback, the children were instructed to imagine that they could send a loud noise blast to this peer. We specifically instructed the children to imagine this to reduce deception, and studies showed that imagined play also leads to aggression ([@bib0090]). The longer they pressed the button the more intense the noise would be, which was visually represented by a volume bar ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). To keep task demands as similar as possible between the conditions, participants were instructed to always press the button, but they could choose whether they wanted a short noise at low intensity or a long noise at high intensity. Unbeknownst to the participants, others did not judge the profile, and the photos were created by morphing two children of an existing data base (matching the age range) into a new, non-existing child. Peer pictures were randomly coupled to feedback, ensuring equal gender proportions for each type of feedback. Deception was assessed using an exit interview with open questions, such as 'what did you think of the game', and 'what did you think of the noises that you could delivered'. None of the participants expressed doubts about the cover story.Fig. 1Display of one trial of the Social Network Aggression Task (SNAT).Fig. 1

Participants were familiarized with the MRI scanner with a practice session in a mock scanner. Then participants received instructions on how to perform the SNAT and the children were exposed to the noise blast twice during a practice session: once with stepwise build-up of intensity and once at maximum intensity. Participants did not hear the noise during the fMRI session, to prevent that pressing the button would punish the participants themselves. To familiarize participants with the task, participants performed six practice trials. After the practice session, one of the twins continued with the actual scanning session, while the other twin performed the WISC-III and other behavioral tasks. First-born and second-born children were randomly assigned to the scan session or behavioral session as their first task. When the first child completed the scanning session, he/she continued with the WISC-III and behavioral tasks while the other child participated in the scanning session.

The SNAT consisted of 60 trials, three blocks of 20 trials for each social feedback condition (positive, neutral, negative), that were presented semi-randomized to ensure that no condition was presented more than three times in a row. The first block consisted of 7 positive, 6 neutral, and 7 negative feedback trials; the second block consisted of 8 positive, 6 neutral, 6 negative feedback trials; and the third block consisted of 5 positive, 8 neutral, and 7 negative feedback trials. The optimal jitter timing and order of events were calculated with Optseq 2 ([@bib0040]). Each trial started with a fixation screen (500 ms), followed by the social feedback (2500 ms). After another jittered fixation screen (3000--5000 ms), the noise screen with the volume bar appeared, which was presented for a total of 5000 ms. Children were instructed to deliver the noise blast by pressing one of the buttons on the button box attached to their legs, with their right index finger. As soon as the participant started the button press, the volume bar started to fill up with a newly colored block appearing every 350 ms. After releasing the button, or at maximum intensity (after 3500 ms), the volume bar stopped increasing and stayed on the screen for the remainder of the 5000 ms. Before the start of the next trial, another jittered fixation cross was presented (0--11550 ms) ([Fig. 1](#fig0005){ref-type="fig"}). The length of the noise blast duration (i.e., length of button press) was used as a measure of aggression.

2.3. MRI data acquisition {#sec0025}
-------------------------

MRI scans were acquired with a standard whole-head coil on a Philips 3.0 T scanner. The data of the pilot sample were collected on a Philips Achieva TX MR system, the data of the test and replication sample were collected on a Philips Ingenia MR system. To prevent head motion, foam inserts surrounded the children's heads. The SNAT was projected on a screen that was viewed through a mirror on the head coil. Functional scans were collected during three runs T2\*-weighted echo planar images (EPI). The first two volumes were discarded to allow for equilibration of T1 saturation effect. Volumes covered the whole brain with a field of view (FOV) = 220 (ap) × 220 (rl) × 111.65 (fh) mm; repetition time (TR) of 2.2 s; echo time (TE) = 30 ms; flip angle (FA) = 80°; sequential acquisition, 37 slices; and voxel size = 2.75 × 2.75 × 2.75 mm. In the pilot sample the FOV was 220 (ap) × 220 (rl) × 114.68 (fh) mm, with a sequential acquisition of 38 slices. All other parameters were equal. Subsequently, a high-resolution 3D T1scan was obtained as anatomical reference (FOV = 224 (ap) × 177 (rl) × 168 (fh); TR = 9.72 ms; TE = 4.95 ms; FA = 8°; 140 slices; voxel size 0.875 × 0.875 × 0.875 mm). In the pilot sample the TR = 9.79 and the TE = 4.60, all other parameters were equal.

2.4. MRI data analyses {#sec0030}
----------------------

### 2.4.1. Preprocessing {#sec0035}

MRI data were analyzed with SPM8 (Wellcome Trust Centre for Neuroimaging, London). Images were corrected for slice timing acquisition and rigid body motion. Functional scans were spatially normalized to T1 templates. Volumes of all children were resampled to 3 × 3 × 3 mm voxels. Data were spatially smoothed with a 6 mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. SPM8's ARTrepair toolbox ([@bib0105]) was used to detect and fix bad slices in preprocessed functional data. Slices with \>1 mm scan to scan motion were detected and repaired. Children with \>20% repaired slices were excluded from further analyses.

### 2.4.2. First-level analyses {#sec0040}

Statistical analyses were performed on individual subjects' data using a general linear model. The fMRI time series were modeled as a series of two events convolved with the hemodynamic response function (HRF). The onset of social feedback was modeled as the first event with a zero duration and with separate regressors for the positive, negative, and neutral peer feedback. The start of the noise blast was modeled for the length of the noise blast duration (i.e., length of button press) and with separate regressors for noise blast after positive, negative, and neutral feedback. Trials on which the participants failed to respond in time were modeled separately as covariate of no interest and were excluded from further analyses. On average 7.3% of the trials were invalid (pilot: 7.8%, test: 7.3%, replication: 6.5%), with similar proportions of positive (6.9%), neutral (7.2%) and negative (7.3%) invalid trials. All participants had at least 10 trials for each feedback type. To account for possible motion induced error that had not been solved by realignment and ARTrepair, we included six additional motion regressors (corresponding to the three translational and rotational directions) as covariates of no interest. The least squares parameter estimates of height of the best-fitting canonical HRF for each condition were used in pairwise contrasts. The pairwise comparisons resulted in subject-specific contrast images.

### 2.4.3. Higher-level group analyses {#sec0045}

Subject-specific contrast images were used for the group analyses. Given that the all feedback \> fixation baseline generally results in strong and robust activity, we validated our replication approach using this contrast (for results see Supplementary material). Our main analyses focus on the condition specific contrasts (e.g. 'positive vs. negative' feedback), using *t*-tests. Results were False Discovery Rate (FDR) cluster corrected (*pFDR* \<** 0.05), with a primary voxel-wise threshold of *p * \<** 0.005 (uncorrected) ([@bib0210]). Cluster-extend based thresholding has relatively high sensitivity ([@bib0180]) and takes into account that individual voxel activations are not independent of the activations of voxels nearby ([@bib0085]). We set the primary p-value at *p \<* 0.005 to strike the balance between too liberal cluster defining primary thresholds (e.g. *p * \<** 0.01; which can induce Type I errors) and more conservative primary thresholds (e.g. *p * \<** 0.001; which can induce Type II errors). Recently, cluster corrections have been debated for potential high Type I errors ([@bib0050]), but the current three-sample design should reduce the risk for coincidental findings. Coordinates for local maxima are reported in MNI space.

### 2.4.4. Region of interest analyses {#sec0050}

To extract patterns of activation in functionally defined clusters, SPM8's MarsBaR toolbox ([@bib0025]) was used. Besides ROIs derived from whole brain comparisons, we also performed analyses on three predefined ROIs based on adult social evaluation literature. These were the amygdala (from the Automated Anatomical Labeling (AAL) atlas ([@bib0200]), left and right combined, center of mass (x,y,z) right: 27, −1, −19; left: −24, −2, −19), the anterior insula (from the conjunction contrast of [@bib0005]; left and right combined, center of mass (x,y,z) right: 34, 21, 0; left: −32, 20, −6) and the mPFC/ACCg (from the conjunction contrast of ([@bib0005])), see [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}a. Parameter estimates (PE, average Beta values) were extracted for the ROI analyses.

2.5. Statistical analyses {#sec0055}
-------------------------

For noise blast duration, we first computed split-half reliability analyses. Positive, neutral and negative trials were randomly split in half and Pearson's correlation coefficients were calculated between both halves for each condition in all three samples. Split-half reliability analyses showed that the SNAT displayed excellent reliability in all three conditions: noise blast duration after positive (pilot: *r = *0*.*85, test: *r=.*96, replication: *r = *0*.*96; all *p*'*s * \<** 0.001), neutral (pilot: *r = *0*.*83, test: *r = *0*.*90, replication: *r=.*89; all *p*'*s * \<** 0.001) and negative social feedback (pilot: *r = *0*.*89, test: *r = *0*.*94, replication: *r = *0*.*84; all *p*'*s * \<** 0.001). Next, we used repeated measures ANOVA to investigate the noise blast duration after positive, neutral, and negative feedback in the three samples. Greenhouse-Geisser corrections were applied when the assumption of sphericitiy was violated. Pairwise comparisons were Bonferroni corrected. When outliers were detected (Z-value \<−3.29 or \>3.29), scores were winsorized ([@bib0190]). To compare the behavioral and neural effects over the different samples, we computed combined effect sizes using the Comprehensive Meta-Analysis (CMA) program ([@bib0020]).

3. Results {#sec0060}
==========

3.1. Behavioral results: noise blast duration {#sec0065}
---------------------------------------------

For each of the three samples (pilot, test, and replication) we performed a repeated measures ANOVA on noise blast duration after positive, negative, and neutral feedback. Results of the pilot sample showed a significant main effect of type of social feedback on noise blast duration, *F*(2, 36) = 29.55, *p \<* 0.001, *ω^2^* = 0.46, see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}. Pairwise comparisons revealed that noise blast duration after negative feedback (*M* *=* 2718 msec, *SD* *=* 629) in the pilot sample was significantly longer than noise blast duration after neutral feedback (*M* *=* 1725 msec; *SD* = 470, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 1.78), and after positive feedback (M = 1274 msec; *SD* *=* 782, *p * \<** 0.001, *d* = 2.04). Noise blast duration after neutral feedback was significantly longer than after positive feedback (*p *= 0.007, *d* = 0.62). These results were confirmed in the test sample (*F*(2, 54) = 29.72, *p * \<** 0.001, *ω^2^* = 0.30). Participants in the test sample also gave significant longer noise blasts after negative feedback (*M* *=* 2882 msec; *SD* *=* 790), compared to neutral feedback (*M* *=* 2024 msec; *SD* = 775, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 1.10), and positive feedback (M = 1501 msec; *SD* *=* 966, *p * \<** 0.001, *d* = 1.57). Noise blast duration after neutral feedback was also significantly longer than after positive feedback (*p * \<** 0.001, *d* = 0.57), see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}. A similar pattern was found in the replication sample (*F*(2, 52) = 34.18, *p * \<** 0.001, *ω^2^* = 0.39). Participants in the replication sample also gave significant longer noise blast after negative feedback (*M* *=* 2967 msec; *SD* *=* 573) compared to neutral feedback (*M* *=* 1967 msec; SD = 636, *p* \< 0.001, *d* = 1.65) and positive feedback (M = 1537 msec; *SD* *=* 942, *p * \<** 0.001, *d* = 1.86). Noise blast duration after neutral feedback was also significantly longer than after positive feedback (*p *= 0.007, *d* = 0.50), see [Fig. 2](#fig0010){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 2Noise blast duration across the different social feedback conditions for the pilot, test, and replication sample. Error bars display standard error of mean. \* significant differences for sample with matching color. × significant combined effect sizes in the meta-analysis.Fig. 2

To combine the results of the three different samples, we performed a meta-analysis. The difference between neutral and negative feedback showed a large combined effect size (*d* = 1.41, 95% confidence interval (CI): 0.97--1.84, *p * \<** 0.001). The difference between positive and negative feedback also showed a large combined effect size (*d* = 1.74, 95% CI: 1.19-2.29, *p * \<** 0.001). The combined effect for the difference between positive and neutral was medium in size (*d* = 0.55, 95% CI: 0.39--0.723, *p * \<** 0.001). Study outcomes were homogeneous; there was no heterogeneity in the results.

3.2. Neural activity: whole brain and ROI analyses {#sec0070}
--------------------------------------------------

The general contrast (all feedback conditions vs. baseline) showed a robust pattern of activation. Most regions that were active in the pilot sample could be confirmed in the test sample, and all regions that were active in the test sample were replicated in the replication sample (see Supplementary materials). To test for differences between conditions, full factorial ANOVA's were performed that were then decomposed by pair-wise comparisons. Moreover, we performed exploratory whole brain analyses in the combined test and replication groups (*N* *=* 55), for which data were collected using the same MR scanner. Lastly, we performed ROI analyses in the three separate samples on three predefined ROIs: the amygdala (anatomically defined), the anterior insula and the mPFC/ACCg (based on [@bib0005]). To combine the results, we performed meta-analyses across the three samples for each of these ROIs.

### 3.2.1. Whole brain condition effects per sample {#sec0075}

#### 3.2.1.1. Pilot sample {#sec0080}

All significant pairwise comparisons are displayed in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. The contrasts positive \> negative and positive \> neutral feedback both resulted in one cluster of heightened activation in the lateral occipital cortex. The contrast negative \> neutral feedback resulted in two significant clusters: one in the left lateral occipital cortex and one in the left orbitofrontal cortex, extending into the left insula.Table 2Whole brain condition effects per sample.Table 2Area of ActivationVolume*xyzTpFDRPilot: positive \> negative*Lateral occipital cortex6493−7075.75\<0.001Cuneal cortex3−76255.03Supracalcarine cortex0−67165.01  *Pilot: positive \> neutral*Lateral occipital cortex2560−45−8276.83\<0.001Lingual gyrus6−6746.43Lingual gyrus18−64−26.22  *Pilot: negative \> neutral*Left lateral occipital cortex348−45−8275.04\<0.001Left middle temporal gyrus−51−58103.82Left lateral occipital gyrus−39−64133.77Left orbitofrontal cortex271−3623−144.000.009Left orbitofrontal cortex−4217−143.90Left insula−368−53.86  *Test: positive \> negative*Lingual gyrus337−15−88−55.240.016Lingual gyrus9−76−54.30Occipital pole−21−94−173.79  *Test: positive \> neutral*Occipital pole1031−15−91−56.17\<0.001Occipital fusiform gyrus24−73−55.96Lingual gyrus9−79−55.36  *Test: negative \> neutral*Occipital pole348−6−9775.130.008Lateral occipital cortex−45−8544.13Lateral occipital cortex−54−7943.84Lateral occipital cortex27448−70−53.860.013Occipital fusiform gyrus27−73−23.54Occipital fusiform gyrus21−82−23.51  *Replication: positive \> negative*Left inferior frontal gyrus325−542944.860.012Left amygdala−24−1−264.15Left frontal operculum cortex−452313.99Left lateral occipical cortex402−42−7944.380.008Left lateral occipical cortex−42−76223.71Lingual gyrus−12−57−53.61  *Replication: neutral \> positive*Left precentral gyrus1318−15−19705.25\<0.001Right precentral gyrus27−16705.17Right precentral gyrus9−25705.03  *Replication: neutral \> negative*Right precentral gyrus29330−16704.110.018Left precentral gyrus−9−16733.78Left precentral gyrus−15−22793.37  *Replication: negative \> neutral*Left lateral occipital cortex707−42−8246.55\<0.001Left lateral occipital cortex−48−73−54.71Left occipital fusiform cortex−39−49−144.36Left occipital pole193−12−94226.280.027Left occipital pole−6−97135.18Left lateral occipital cortex−15−85403.53Right lateral occipital cortex84436−76−25.01\<0.001Right lateral occipital cortex48−67−24.97Right lateral occipital cortex48−7644.85

#### 3.2.1.2. Test sample {#sec0085}

All significant pairwise comparisons are displayed in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. The contrasts positive \> negative and positive \> neutral feedback in the test sample also resulted clusters of heightened activation in the (lateral) occipital cortex. The contrast negative \> neutral feedback resulted in two significant clusters, both in the lateral occipital cortex, extending into the fusiform gyrus.

#### 3.2.1.3. Replication sample {#sec0090}

All significant pairwise comparisons are displayed in [Table 2](#tbl0010){ref-type="table"}. The contrasts positive \> negative and positive \> neutral feedback did not result in significant activation in the replication sample. Negative \> positive feedback resulted in increased activation in the left inferior frontal gyrus, the left amygdala, and left lateral occipital cortex. Last, negative \> neutral feedback resulted in increased activation of the left and right lateral occipital cortex, extending into the fusiform gyrus.

### 3.2.2. Whole brain condition effects in the combined test and replication samples {#sec0095}

A full factorial ANOVA was computed based on the combined test and replication groups (*N* = 55). All significant pairwise comparisons are displayed in [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}. The contrast negative \> neutral and positive \> neutral feedback resulted in heightened activation in the lateral occipital cortex. The contrast negative \> positive feedback resulted in significant heightened activation in the right and left orbitofrontal cortex, the medial prefrontal cortex, the paracingulate gyrus, the left insula and the left superior temporal cortex (see [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}a, [Table 3](#tbl0015){ref-type="table"}). [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}b presents a visual representation of mPFC activation after positive and negative social feedback for the combined test and replication group, as well as for the test and replication sample separately. The reversed contrast, positive \> negative feedback did not resulted in any significant clusters.Table 3Whole brain condition effects combined test and replication sample.Table 3Area of ActivationVolume*xyzTpFDRNegative \> neutral*Left lateral occipital cortex1080−45−8246.90\<0.001Left lateral occipital cortex−6−97106.82Left occipital pole−15−94225.93Right lateral occipital cortex105348−67−56.10\<0.001Right lateral occipital cortex33−76−25.98Right occipital fusiform gyrus18−82−25.60  *Positive * \> *neutral*Right occipital fusiform gyrus147824−73−56.60\<0.001Left occipital pole−15−91−25.97Left occipital fusiform gyrus−24−76−55.86  *Neutral * \> *negative*Right precentral gyrus47530−13674.210.002Right middle frontal gyrus3314434.19Right middle frontal gyrus3311674.04  *Negative * \> *positive*Right orbitofrontal cortex2072147−24.940.039Left orbitofrontal cortex225−2750−24.450.038Left inferior frontal gyrus−512644.18Medial prefrontal cortex−185943.49Medial prefrontal cortex259−1547404.110.032Medial prefrontal cortex−662314.07Paracingulate gyrus−653223.65Left insula836−45−1074.05\<0.001Left parietal operculum cortex−30−34223.99left superior temporal cortex−54−473.85Fig. 3a) whole brain results of the contrast negative vs. positive feedback in the test and replication samples combined (*N* = 55, *p* \< 0.005, FDR cluster corrected). b) Mean parameter estimates for negative \> positive feedback activation in the medial PFC cluster in the test and replication samples combined (N = 55, as displayed in [Fig. 3](#fig0015){ref-type="fig"}A), as well as for the samples separately (center of mass (x,y,z): −1, 55, 31). Note that this graph is purely for visual representation and is not used for statistical inferences. Error bars indicate standard error of mean.Fig. 3Fig. 4a) visual representation of the ROIs: i) amygdala, ii) anterior insula and iii) medial PFC/ACC gyrus. Center of mass coordinates are presented in Section [2.4.4](#sec0050){ref-type="sec"}. b) Amygdala activation across the different social feedback conditions for the pilot, test, and replication sample. c) Anterior insula activation across the different social feedback conditions for the pilot, test, and replication sample. d) Medial PFC/ACC gyrus activation across the different social feedback conditions for the pilot, test, and replication sample. \*significant difference for sample with matching color. × significant combined effect size in the meta-analysis. Error bars indicate standard error of mean.Fig. 4

### 3.2.3. ROI analyses in the three samples and combined effect sizes {#sec0100}

#### 3.2.3.1. Amygdala {#sec0105}

Results for each of the three samples separately and the meta-analytic combination of results are displayed in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}b and [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. The pilot and replication samples showed significantly more amygdala activation after negative compared to positive feedback, but the test sample did not show an effect. The meta-analysis revealed that the difference in amygdala activation between negative and neutral feedback was not significant (*d* = 0.21, 95% CI: −0.12--0.54, *p *= 0.204). The combined effect size for the difference in amygdala activation between positive and neutral was also not significant (*d* = 0.16, 95% CI: −0.15--0.48, *p *= 0.299). However, the difference in amygdala activation between positive and negative feedback showed a significant combined effect size (*d* = 0.47, 95% CI: 0.09-0.84, *p* = 0.015), being larger for negative feedback. The study outcomes were homogeneous; there was no heterogeneity in the results.

#### 3.2.3.2. Anterior insula {#sec0110}

Results are displayed in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}c and [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. All samples showed increased anterior insula activation after negative *vs* neutral feedback, but the difference was only significant in the replication sample. The meta-analysis showed that the difference in anterior insula activation between negative and neutral feedback showed a significant combined effect size (*d* = 0.40, 95% CI: 0.11--0.69, *p *= 0.007), being larger for negative feedback. The combined effect size for the difference in anterior insula activation between positive and neutral was not significant (*d* = 0.15, 95% CI: −0.12--0.42, *p* = 0.282). Furthermore, the combined effect size for the difference in anterior insula activation between positive and negative feedback was not significant (*d* = 0.24, 95% CI: −0.06--0.53, *p* = 0.123). The study outcomes were homogeneous; there was no heterogeneity in the results.Table 4Comprehensive Meta-Analyses of the condition effects.Table 4*d*95% CI lower limit95% CI upper limitAmygdalaNegative \> PositivePilot0.70[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}0.061.34Test0.05−0.520.62Replication0.61[\*\*](#tblfn0010){ref-type="table-fn"}0.201.02*Meta0.47\*0.090.84*  Negative \> NeutralPilot0.54−0.051.14Test−0.02−0.410.36Replication0.30−0.220.81*Meta0.21−0.120.54*  Neutral \> PositivePilot0.09−0.520.69Test0.07−0.420.55Replication0.36−0.200.91*Meta0.17−0.150.48*  Anterior InsulaNegative \> PositivePilot0.40−0.291.09Test0.06−0.440.55Replication0.31−0.140.75*Meta0.24−0.060.53*  Negative \> NeutralPilot0.57−0.081.21Test0.22−0.280.72Replication0.46[\*](#tblfn0005){ref-type="table-fn"}0.030.90*Meta0.40\*\*0.110.69*  Positive \> NeutralPilot0.20−0.300.07Test0.11−0.320.55Replication0.14−0.340.62*Meta0.15−0.120.42*  Medial Prefrontal CortexNegative \> PositivePilot0.23−0.450.90Test0.11−0.460.67Replication0.04−0.320.40*Meta0.09−0.190.36*  Negative \> NeutralPilot0.40−0.301.10Test0.27−0.320.86Replication0.34−0.120.81*Meta0.33\*0.010.66*  Positive \> NeutralPilot0.19−0.310.68Test0.15−0.220.52Replication0.32−0.100.73*Meta0.22−0.030.46*[^1][^2]

#### 3.2.3.3. Medial PFC/ACC gyrus {#sec0115}

Results for each of the three samples separately are displayed in [Fig. 4](#fig0020){ref-type="fig"}d and [Table 4](#tbl0020){ref-type="table"}. Although the pattern of neural activation across conditions was similar to that of the anterior insula, there were no significant condition effects in the separate samples. However, the meta-analysis showed a significant combined effect size for the difference in mPFC/ACCg activation between negative and neutral feedback (*d* = 0.33, 95% CI: 0.01--0.66, *p* = 0.045), with more mPFC/ACCg activation after negative feedback. The combined effect size for the difference in mPFC/ACCg activation between positive and neutral feedback was in the expected direction (being larger for positive feedback) but not significant (*d* = 0.22, 95% CI: −0.03--0.46, *p* = 0.080). Furthermore, the combined effect size for the difference in mPFC/ACCg activation between positive and negative feedback was not significant (*d* = 0.09, 95% CI: −0.19--0.36, *p* = 0.539). The study outcomes were homogeneous; there was no heterogeneity in the results.

3.3. Brain-behavior correlations {#sec0120}
--------------------------------

Finally, we tested for brain-behavior correlations. Specifically, we correlated the meta-analytically significant brain results with noise blast duration. There were no significant results for negative \> positive amygdala activation and aggressive behavior; nor for negative \> neutral insula activation and aggression; nor for negative \> neutral mPFC activation and aggression. Thus, we did not found significant brain-behavior relations, not in the samples separately, nor with a meta-analytical approach (see Supplementary materials).

4. Discussion {#sec0125}
=============

This study investigated the behavioral and neural correlates of social evaluation in middle childhood, using a new experimental paradigm: the Social Network Aggression Task (SNAT, [@bib0005]). With the combination of a replication design and a meta-analytical approach we thoroughly tested this new experimental paradigm in 7-to-10-year-old children. Overall, we found consistent findings over the pilot, test and replication samples for behavioral aggression following negative social feedback, showing significantly more aggression after negative social feedback compared to positive or neutral social feedback The neural effects indicated increased activity in the amygdala, insula and mPFC/ACCg after negative feedback, but these effects were only significant in part of the samples and in the meta-analyses. The specific social evaluation effects and methodological considerations for future research are described in more detail below.

4.1. Social evaluation in childhood {#sec0130}
-----------------------------------

The SNAT showed reliable and consistent behavioral results, with stronger behavioral aggression (noise blast duration) after social rejection. The meta-analysis showed medium to (very) large combined effect sizes over the three samples. This study complements the large number of prior studies that focused mainly on withdrawal, as we showed that social rejection feedback also elicits aggression in children. This is in line with previous results in adults ([@bib0005]), suggesting that children make similar distinctions between social evaluation as adults do. Moreover, these results are consistent with questionnaire studies that show more (teacher reported) aggression after social rejection in children ([@bib0045], [@bib0115], [@bib0095]).

The next question concerned whether neural activation differed depending on whether the participant received positive, neutral or negative social feedback. The separate samples did show the same significant condition effects. In the pilot sample, we found significant heightened activation in the insula after negative vs. neutral social feedback, similar to the effects reported in adults ([@bib0005]). However, whole brain analyses did not reveal this effect in the test or replication samples. Moreover, although heightened activation in the visual cortex (including the fusiform gyrus) after positive compared to negative and neutral feedback was consistent over the pilot and test sample, we could not confirm this in the replication sample. Our relatively small samples (with sample sizes ranging between n = 19 and n = 28) might not have had sufficient power to detect robust condition effects in whole brain analyses.

In the larger combined sample (including twin siblings, *N* = 55) rejection feedback was associated with increased activity in mPFC. This region borders the mPFC/ACCg region observed in adults, with increased activity in response to negative and positive feedback ([@bib0005]). Indeed, an ROI analysis of this mPFC/ACCg region based on the adult study ([@bib0005]) confirmed elevated activity after rejection in children. A recent review on the ACC and social cognition ([@bib0010]) describes an anatomical and function subdivision between the anterior cingulate cortex' sulcus and gyrus. The region described as the ACC gyrus (ACCg; located adjacent and dorsal to the genu of the corpus callosum in humans) shows overlap with the region that showed increased activation after negative social feedback in children (this study) and for general social evaluation in adults ([@bib0005]). The ACCg region has been suggested to be sensitive to factors determining the others' motivation (see [@bib0010]). Moreover, the meta-analysis showed that the anterior insula was more active after negative compared to neutral feedback, which is in line with the results reported in adults ([@bib0005]). The anterior insula has been shown to have strong connections (both structurally as functionally) with this ACCg region ([@bib0010]) and several neuroimaging studies have pointed towards the anterior insula and midline areas of the brain as important brain regions responding to social rejection (for meta-analysis see [@bib0030], [@bib0145]).

In addition, the meta-analysis showed significantly more activation in the amygdala after negative feedback compared to positive feedback. A recent cross-sectional study of 112 participants with ages ranging from 6 to 23 years showed decreased amygdala reactivity over age, suggesting a shift from bottom-up amygdala based processing to a more top-down processing in adolescence and adulthood ([@bib0175]). That study focused on the processing of negative and positive scenes and showed strongest reactivity for emotional scenes in general (independent of valence) in younger participants. This may indicate that the amygdala serves as an important region for processing affectively salient stimuli in childhood in particular. An interesting question for future research is to examine how amygdala response to social feedback relates to social behavior in childhood and how it unfolds over time during childhood and adolescence.

Interestingly, in the meta-analyses, we did not find significantly more activation in any of the regions after positive feedback (compared to neutral feedback), which is not in line with previous adult findings ([@bib0005]) or with prior studies that focused on adolescents using similar paradigms ([@bib0070], [@bib0165]). Positivity biases are thought to be larger in childhood than in adolescence or adulthood ([@bib0110]), possibly indicating that children have a stronger belief that they will be positively evaluated by others. This may result in more salience of neutral or negative feedback relative to positive feedback. Thus, although we found that behaviorally children reacted in a similar way to social evaluation as adults do, the similarities in neural findings between children and adults are more mixed. The neural signature of social rejection in terms of anterior insula and mPFC/ACCg activation was found to be present in middle childhood, but it was less pronounced than in adults (only detectable in larger samples and meta-analysis). This was the first study to test whether children engage similar brain regions in processing social evaluation as adults. By using various approaches (whole brain analyses, three different samples, meta-analysis) we had the opportunity to investigate these regions in detail. However, there are several methodological considerations that follow from the current study.

4.2. Methodological considerations {#sec0135}
----------------------------------

First, whole brain analyses in this age range may need larger samples, since the use of fMRI in children is more affected by motion ([@bib0125]), but also because there is substantial individual variation in the timing of brain maturation ([@bib0135]). Some of our independent (one sample) ROI analyses did not show significant effects, while meta-analytically combining the results did reveal significant effects (see for similar results [@bib0150]). This highlights the importance not only of internal replication but also of incorporating a meta-analytical approach. By applying meta-analysis in the context of one study testing a paradigm in different subsamples, we can minimize the risk that meta-analytic results in the (broader) field of neuroimaging studies are distorted due to publication bias (i.e., the bias resulting from selective publication of significant results ([@bib0060])).

The current study is the first neuroimaging study to use both a replication and meta-analytical approach to test a new experimental paradigm in children. Our test and replication sample consisted of same-sex twin pairs of which the first and second born twin were randomly assigned to one of the two samples. Therefore these samples are not independent, which could result in more equivalent results. However, additional meta-analyses in which we treated the test and replication samples as if they consisted of the same participants (which is too conservative), and then combined the effect size with the effect size of the pilot sample, showed similar combined effect-sizes, with somewhat larger confidence intervals due to the lower N. Moreover, for an exact replication this can be considered an advantage as it reduces the influence of third variables (for example when the replication sample is older or more intelligent), and methodologically this type of replicability is considered one of the important cornerstones of science ([@bib0205], [@bib0065]). Nevertheless, this does have implications for the whole brain analyses with the test and replication samples combined. These are exploratory, and the results need to be confirmed in future larger and independent samples.

Ultimately, results of different, but comparable, social evaluation paradigms in children should be combined to unravel the neural underpinnings of social evaluation in a developmental perspective. Moreover, although the current study shows increased aggression and increased neural activation after rejection, we could not identify significant brain-behavior correlations, probably due to our limited sample sizes. Nevertheless, these individual differences in brain activation during social evaluation in children could be informative, as we recently showed that individual differences in dorsal lateral PFC activation during social evaluation in adults was related to individual differences in behavioral aggression ([@bib0005]). Future studies should include larger developmental samples to investigate these associations, and explore why some children react with more aggression after negative social feedback than others.

5. Limitations {#sec0140}
==============

In addition to the methodological considerations, some limitation regarding the social evaluation paradigm used in this study need to be acknowledged. First, although the noise blast is often used as a measure of aggression, our cover story explicitly stated that the peers would not hear the noise blast. That is to say, the aggression measure reflects hypothetical aggression or frustration. This decision was based on previous studies using a similar design ([@bib0090]), but future studies may separate real aggression from hypothetical aggression to test the neural differences in these two types of aggression. Secondly, our social evaluation paradigm included a neutral condition. However, our neutral feedback was not purely neutral, but more mixed (not specifically positive and not specifically negative). Nevertheless, the neutral condition was in between positive and negative feedback, therefore making this condition a solid baseline/comparison condition.

6. Conclusion {#sec0145}
=============

Using both a replication and a meta-analytical approach, we showed that the Social Network Aggression Task reveals robust and reliable behavioral results. Negative social feedback resulted in the highest levels of behavioral aggression. Moreover, meta-analyses on predefined ROIs revealed that negative social feedback resulted in more neural activation in the amygdala (compared to positive feedback) and in the anterior insula and mPFC/ACCg (compared to neutral feedback). Exploratory whole brain analyses confirmed heightened activation in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) after negative relative to neutral social feedback. Future research should examine how neural responses to social feedback and subsequent aggression are related, using larger samples that allow for testing correlates of individual differences in aggression after negative social feedback. The current findings show that the Social Network Aggression Task is a reliable paradigm for the investigation of social evaluation and aggression in children, and indicate that this paradigm is feasible for use in larger and longitudinal developmental studies.
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[^1]: *p \<* 0.05.

[^2]: *p \<* 0.01.
